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Android message blocking is active how to fix

Text messaging has become one of the most important ways to communicate, and this feature is provided by almost all new applications coming out. People can send a message using the default texting application or messaging application associated with the mobile operator service you're using. However, most recently, there have
been many messages where users have not been able to send their text messages. Users are also experiencing a Free Message error: Unable to send message - message blocking is active. error after sending the message. This error was mainly logged to be related to T-Mobile. In this article, we will discuss some of the reasons why
this error was triggered, as well as provide viable solutions to completely correct the error. Free Message: Unable to send message - Message blocking is active. ErrorLast the end of many reports from several users, we decided to study this issue and developed a set of solutions to eradicate it. We also looked at the reasons why it was
triggered and listed as follows. Service outage: This error was primarily triggered at the end of the service provider. This service outage may be associated with a temporary maintenance interruption, and the message service may be paused because you receive this error. Blocked List: The main reason for the message is that the receiver
is on the sender's blocked list or vice versa. Both people must ensure that neither of them is blocked for sending text messages. Also make sure you can call them without problems. Premium Message Access: In some cases, the user may have configured their mobile to not allow sending or receiving additional SMS messages. This is a
service used by some messaging applications and should allow them some features to function properly. Short code problem: This problem was reported by T-Mobile a problem that his problem was caused because of an error with his short code that was set to block. This is a technical issue and can only be determined by T-mobile
support professionals. Now that you have a basic understanding of the nature of the problem, we will move towards solutions. Make sure that you implement them in a specific order in which they are represented in order to avoid conflicts. Solution 1: Enabling the Premium AccessPaciety paid access feature requires some messaging
applications to send messages correctly. Therefore, in this step we will allow premium access to the messaging application that we use from the settings. For this: Drag down the notification panel and click the Settings icon. By dragging down the notification panel and tapping the Settings optionNozi panel in the Application, and then
select Apps. When you click Apps Three points in the upper right corner. In the list of options, select Special access. When you click Special Access Option from the list, Click Premium SMS Access Opportunity. When you select Premium SMS Access from the De-care list for the application you want to allow, and choose Ask. You click
the Message application and select AskCheck to see if the problem still occurs. Option 2: Only technical staff of your specific operator's customer support hub can develop support opportunities for this problem. One such example is from a T-Mobile user who contacted his support via Twitter and received the following message explaining
the issue on T-Mobile: Gotcha! Thank you so much for this account information. I've updated the short codes that will usually cause this problem. It looks like it was set to block out about 3 years ago. Can you re-check the text you had problems with and let me know what it does? A booking is required on arrival at 10. This shows that the
problem is mainly technical and can be identified with customer support. If you are a person confused with Free message: Message blocking is an active error and is looking for a solution. This is the right article for you; Here we'll discuss the reasons for blocking messages and provide a solution for both Android and IOS devices. Any
device's standard step is to check operator overlay-&gt; Restart the device, which will resolve small glitches-&gt; Check that the spam message blocks settings and other settings are configured correctly. Solutions discussed in detail in Android / IOS. Finally, as an additional one, you will also learn about recovering blocked messages on
Android. Introduction Directly from ancient days, texting used as an essential form of communication. In the age of a smartphone, it becomes even more popular when it arrives in different text messaging apps. The remarkable development of text messaging begins with the advent of WhatsApp. Today, Whatsapp has become one of the
most notable messaging apps, with over 2 billion downloads available in google play. In addition, users use the default messaging program associated with the mobile operator to communicate. In recent days, people have been facing a lot of mistakes when using messaging programs. The main error in the pop-up message is that
message blocking is active. Here we will see a solution to this problem. Message blocking meaning Block messages is usually an option in a messaging program to prevent sending and receiving messages from other people. After messaging, certain services that are not available are after blocking messages, the user cannot send and
receive MMS and SMS to other contacts. The user was unable to send or receive instant messages. Even after the message is blocked by a certain Services. The user can send voice mail notifications to other carriers. The user can also send emergency alerts. We receive a message from third-party applications that indicate the content
you purchased. Buy link: The reason why a message blocks active for many reasons causes messages to be blocked. The most common reason for blocking this message is temporary maintenance by your mobile operator. Due to this message, the service from the carrier is suspended for a certain period of time and will resume after a
period of time. Next is to block messages from the list by sender or recipient. In the latter case, the user may be blocked to send or receive SMS by disabling additional message access from the settings. Similarly, the T-Mobile text message service is blocked with shortcodes. How to block messages on Android? You can block specific
contact text messages by following these steps: First, you can block a specific contact's messaging by adding a connection to the blocked list on your phone. You can do this by opening messages, tap Menu in the upper-right corner of options. This add a contact to block the list by pressing the blocked connection. Secondly, if the default
messaging programs do not offer the Blocked List option, you can perform the process by downloading third-party applications. Any third-party application is an obvious step to block messaging for specific contacts. Choose other settings in the upper-right corner, press Settings. Scroll down and tap Manage Blocked List. Add a contact to
the blocked list by clicking the + icon at the top. After you use these settings, you won't receive notifications from that contact's messaging app/third-party applications. must read: Message + there stopping: Let's fix the solution message blocking active problem in Android Several problems cause signal to block Android. The solutions are
first, the text message blocking carrier can be identified with the help of an error message Message delivery fails. This can be resolved by contacting customer service. Customer service provides a 10-digit carrier number. The message service is enabled when the operator number is entered in the setting. Secondly, blocking messages
because of a blocked list of contacts. Remove blocked contacts by clicking the X icon in the Blocked List Management setting. The final solution is to provide excellent access. This setting is enabled with Settings-&gt;App management-&gt;Draw Application-&gt;Run more icons in the upper right corner &gt;Drop on Special Access-
&gt;Choose Allow premium access to enable this option. How do I block messages in IOS? Like Android, messages can be blocked from IOS devices. Like Android, there is a built-in block feature for IOS. This feature allows you to prevent a phone number from ringing, sending messages. function is built-in and activated without
downloading the iOS applications. To lock contacts on IOS devices, tap the contacts menu. Lock the connection by pressing the Lock contact button at the bottom. You can block unwanted spam messages in the default IOS messaging program. You can resolve these messages by pressing Details in the upper-right corner. Press the
block to lock the contact. You can also block messages using spam tools provided by the operator's network. In this tool, you can block specific contacts by sending information to the mail ID on your device. Don't miss: There was a problem with the parsing package: let's fix a solution to a message blocking the active problem on iPhone
iPhone, this error message often occurs when the phone gets updated to a new version. Most of the time, this error message pops out in a strange situation. An important step is to test the iMessage app. First, you need to turn off iMessage to settings. After you perform this step, you must try sending the message from the program. If the
message is sent correctly, you'll need to sign out of the Apple ID and then sign in again to resolve the error. If the word does not exist even after the above step, you must restart the network settings. The network settings were restarted when you tapped General Settings to reset. Finally, if any of the above steps have not worked, then
make a hard reset on your mobile. There are four major errors in entering the recipient's email address as the reason for blocking a message in Gmail. These are incorrect e-mail addresses. Erroneous point at the end of the Email ID. Spelling error gmail ID. Space between the e-mail address. Also, on the other hand, sending an email to
an unavailable email address causes a blocking message. Sending bulk mail indicates that spam and message blocking are blocked. When sending spam links continuously to mail addresses, message blocking. A solution for blocking messages in Gmail First must ensure that the recipient's mail address is correct or not. If the registered
mail ID no longer exists, it is better to remove the mailing address and enter the correct mail ID. Instead of sending bulk mail, send the message in a stretched space by creating a Google Group. Avoid sending e-mail messages that collect personal information. Because Google's algorithm is designed to identify spammers. Finally, if the
process of sending e-mail is blocked for one or two days, contact the helpdesk to check for the problem. Recovery steps deleted text messages Technological advancement has made every effort. You can also recover deleted or blocked messages. Nowadays, smartphone technology is getting smarter. It has an inbuilt function to recover
and restore deleted messages. Each Android device provides additional settings to recover lost data. Lost atkopšanas option option Backup and restore. You can enable this option by pressing the settings icon. Scroll down, you may be able to view backup and restore. By tapping this option, you can restore the selected SMS. This
restores the SMS. Although spare, it is better to choose an external storage device to save the backup. This prevents collision in the internal storage. T-mobile message blocking active Usually, message blocking is an error that occurs when sending SMS. This issue occurs if the time, the date, is not configured correctly. Additionally, this
occurs if the latest update is not downloaded to the device. The rare way this error occurs is to enter an incorrect SMSC number. In Picture messaging, this error can occur if the maximum number of recipients is crossed. This, too, occurs due to the carrier's t-mobile network. Solutions for blocking t-mobile messages for Android devices
●Check your cache in the Messaging app. If clear immediately ●Make sure the SMSC number is entered correctly in the settings. ● Uninstall and reinstall the messaging apps on your device. ●Restore the APN to its default settings. To restore network settings to Apple devices by default. ● Update your device to the latest version. ●Try
inserting the t-SIM card into another device and check to see if it is a network problem. If the problem persists, you should contact the helpline to resolve the problem. Conclusion Like newton said: For every action, there is the same and opposite reaction. There is always a solution to the problem. I conclude that in order for the message
to be blocked by the active issue, the above are proven measures proposed by the experts. So you can solve this issue using the solution as described above. I am currently pursuing Electronics and Communication Engineering at the KPR Institute of Engineering and Technology. I am a person with a positive mindset. Hobbies play
cricket by watching YouTube, reading autobiographies and biographies. I like to write and express my thoughts, mostly in writing. I love taking risks and it acts as a stepping stone to success. I would normally like to know more about technology. My goal is to publish a tech book. Book.
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